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At the Border; Nathan Pohio’s Naïve Melody
by Hamish Win

More and more our airports are adopting the strategies of  shopping malls. And by 
that I don’t just mean the expansion of  their retail apparatus but rather the sensory 
invocations so implicit, if  not crucial to these controlled environments’ activation of  
a captivated client. For instance, catch a plane from Heathrow and you might find 
yourself  awash in the pastoral ambience of  a British Airways’ lounge which pumps 
in the smell of  freshly clipped grass.1  Similarly, you might board a plane in Christ-
church where the air bridge isn’t just wall-papered in the scenes of  Canterbury’s 
high-country, but you’re also cocooned in the abrasive field recordings of  a typical 
day of  sheep mustering.  If  such coercion seems ill-suited to the actual human mar-
shalling this air bridge aids then one misses the point of  just how pertinent these 
sensory devices are to our sublimated passage through the captivating environments 
of  both the shopping mall and the airport.2  Of  course there is by now a classic 
argument for precisely this type of  activation,3 in which airports become in the 
words of  Marc Auge, a non-place, a momentary limbo where one surrenders their 
identity.4 Which is to a certain extent still a fitting rejoinder for the airport, where 
one becomes a passenger, a momentary non-person, a cargo if  you will.  To use the 
words of  Deleuze, the airport might be the type of  place in which one becomes 
indeterminate, caught mid-way between point a, and point b.5 

I rehearse these briefs only to contextualise the recent commission of  Nathan 
Pohio by the Wellington City Airport. Housed on the walls of  the international 
arrivals terminal  Pohio’s Naïve Melody is a 1.8 by 3.2 metre lenticular print which 
at first glance seems to fit all too perfectly into the fauna and flora routines of  New 
Zealand’s promotional image.  Indeed, that we might read this kinetic image of  two 
endemic birds flitting about the native-wonderland of  New Zealand’s primeval for-
est as a tourist image is precisely the reason why it’s worth rehearsing this common-
ality between the shopping mall and the airport. After all might not Pohio’s mural, 
particularly in this arrival hall not operate as a form of  interpellation, in which 
the repetitive refrains of  the nature-representation it reinforces, codes entirely our 
experience in New Zealand.  That is, surely Pohio’s depiction of  a primeval nature 
scene combines with the saturating refrains of  our promotional identity, inducting 
both the citizen and the tourist into a relation less of  exchange or experience, but 
rather a pre-coded routine one merely bears witness to? Which is of  course pre-
cisely the fears that those anxious commentators on consumer-society activate, par-
ticularly when it comes to the ethologically inspired forms of  brand marketing so 
compelling trialled in our shopping malls and now making their impact felt in our 
subdued passage through airports.  For what is witnessed in such moments is less 
the hybrid realities through which these apparatuses are said to animate the subject, 
but rather a despondent “spectacle” through which human autonomy is rendered 
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inert, becoming a blanched polity that bears witness to what Jean Paul Sarte called 
the Practico-Inert, the neologism that crystallises the ‘institutional everyday world’ 
that is ‘constituted out of  human energy’ but everywhere ‘manifested as the im-
mense accumulation of  routine passive activity.’6  We need only look to Tiqqun’s 
conceptualisation of  the exhausted subject of  Bloom,7 or the manic and yet equally 
hollow characteristics of  their Theory of  a Young Girl8 to witness two particularly 
compelling examples of  this over-coding of  the subject, to realise that whilst these 
readings might reconfigure the human as a product of  the apparatuses of  contem-
porary life it is done so at the anthropocentric expense of  a positively outdated 
mode of  human autonomy.  So of  course, I want no truck with such simplifications, 
not only because they are too pessimistic but also because they make the mistake of  
insisting on the autonomy of  the human when more and more, what is required is a 
more complex and hybrid understanding of  how we might operate, if  not function 
as partners within apparatuses, as delegations in which the “touch” of  the body is 
never limited by the parameters of  our flesh. 

Standing then before Pohio’s lenticular print it is worth remembering the re-
cent advice of  our current Tourism minister who suggests New Zealand’s iconic en-
vironmental image is no different to that of  Macdonald’s, in that it’s artificial gloss 
isn’t just something that intentionally misleads its potential physical manifestation 
but also warns us that New Zealand’s endemic nature-scene is indeed something 
that needs to be taken ‘with a pinch of  salt.’9  In other words, this pervasive image 
may orchestrate a routine experience but it is also one that is, to borrow the lyrics 
of  the Talking Heads’ song Pohio titles his work after, constantly made ‘up as we 
go along,’ a condition we should remember equally structures our haptic experi-
ence of  the world (‘Feet on the ground / Head in the sky’).10  Moreover, it is worth 
pointing out that this sensory immersion in the world is not only joltingly similar to 
the imagistic flitting of  Pohio’s lenticular print, but absolutely crucial to the space 
in which we encounter this work, that of  a customs area which is not just cleaned 
twice a day but ‘cleansed,’11 that is entirely sanitised, swept clear of  any unwanted 
organisms and objects, all in order for it too operate as the adjudicating “air lock” 
between this space of  indeterminacy and the highly regulated sphere of  our sover-
eign state. After all what else matters in such space but our own crystallisation from 
momentary passenger into a notarised subject, that is from an subject who like the 
birds and trees of  Pohio’s print are content to swirl in the haptic perspective of  the 
lenticular print, to a subject who is no longer indiscernible but everywhere instantly  
identified, thanks to the profile they leave at the border. Which is to remind us, 
that there exists a speculative flattening at the border in which we all surrender our 
identity, only to have it re-inscribed, so that there is, at this crucial point of  inspec-
tion no real difference between myself, a biotic yoghurt, an endangered parrot and 
a lump of  wood.  Which is to say that there exists not only a kind of  gate-keeping 
at the border but also a crucial moment of  what in other contexts is called a ‘flat 
ontology’12 through which what we might witness is a sort of  biotic funk, a mewling 
stew of  potential participants through which the sovereign state is, unfortunately, 
the final arbitrator. 
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‘I’m just an animal looking for a home’13 

If  you are following, we have already been turned into sheep. We have been mar-
shalled onto planes. We have surrendered our identity, only to be lavishly confront-
ed by this lenticular print that exacerbates the routines of  a marketer’s dream, one 
we are to believe is not as real as it might seem, naïve even.  But there are other cues 
operating.  For instance, Pohio’s twisting trees bring to mind the primeval separation 
of  the sky from the land. That is, these branches which thrust upwards into two very 
vivid sun flares, re-enact the force through which Tane rendered the opening in the 
world of  light through which we, cosmically, come to live. Not that we should forget 
that Pohio’s use of  the lenticular print re-drafts a dormant technology with nature 
representation, echoing recent arguments that suggest the technological encoding 
of  nature into representation operates as a type of  graft in which we, humans work 
out our relation to nature,14 where we fundamentally give voice to a culture of  na-
ture that is, especially within modernity, often couched in compensatory tones. No 
surprise then that the fracturing of  the picture plane that the lenticular print makes 
possible is also an opportune interrogative moment through which to process all 
too convenient cultural myths.  But with which story to begin, with this celebratory 
cosmology, or the melancholic culture of  nature.  How fitting though to have such 
a dilemma. After all, where better to give thought to the hybrid implications of  our 
bicultural constitution than at this sovereign entry point.

Helpfully Daniel Malone and Ralph Paine have written of  Tane’s separation, 
his forceful creation of  a ‘space-time in which life could develop and multiply, in 
which the many could come into being as becoming,’ as a moment in which we 
might appreciate the continuity of  a contemporary conceptualisation of  subjectiv-
ity.15 That is, this moment of  separation creates the possibility of  a life defined only 
by its incessant becoming, its contingent reality immersed in the only opening that 
is.  This not only forecloses any type of  futuroity in which we might proclaim or 
anticipate the arrival of  some utopian state, but also as Malone and Paine suggest, 
binds us collectively to the anonymous moment of  a present that we all, autono-
mously move along with. So at this moment, in which we approach customs, in 
which we leave our indeterminacy for the sanctuary of  point b, in which we enter 
into the sovereign state of  New Zealand, we similarly find ourselves confronting this 
moment of  singularity.  More so because, having been lulled by the captivation of  
passage through the indeterminate world of  long haul air-travel, we come face to 
face with this “Naïve Melody,” this refrain not just of  a moment of  pragmatism, but 
also a similar point of  comparison (even an awakening) in which the crude drafting 
of  New Zealand’s native fauna and flora foreshadows our own induction into the 
cultural apparatus of  the state as inhabitants, as co-dwellers. That is, in our meta-
morphosis as travellers, from the limbo of  indeterminacy to this arrival point, this 
moment of  entry also announces a semi-lucid foreshortening of  the possibility of  the 
world of  light, compromised as it is by our own alignment to the biopolitical reality 
of  a state which stamps us as citizen or tourist, drafting and indeed coding (if  not au-
thoring) our presence as mere resources of  the machine we might call New Zealand.   

Given then the ominous overtones of  our sublimated passage through an 
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arrival’s hall that marks our incorporated role within the machinations of  a state 
there is very little consolation to be found in the parallel immersion of  Naïve Melody’s 
depiction of  the little tags that are attached to the hei hei’s feet. For these little bands 
designate their incorporation into the Zealandia reserve,16 a new experiment in 
New Zealand’s biological control of  its native flora and fauna, in which mainland 
sanctuaries are actively cultivating the reintroduction of  endemic birds to contem-
porary New Zealand. What these bands signal then, is not just the current status of  
the hei hei, as endangered, as safeguarded, as a reintroduced bird from its off-shore 
refuges, but also signs their incorporation into the biopolitical apparatus of  the state, 
in which control is exercised not through an administrative force of  blunt coercion, 
but rather one that solicits our concerns, that registers and maintains the health and 
bounty of  the population.  Such overtures of  care drench the conservation rhetoric 
of  ornithological preservation, but such sentiment also echoes similar interventions 
into the social spheres of  our human lives, whether that’s through the social pro-
paganda pegged at reducing tobacco and alcohol consumption, the tallying of  our 
hospitals and education achievement rates, or the intervention of  social welfare 
into child raising.  As Cary Wolfe points out, such paternalistic concern witnesses 
a reconceptualization of  what it means to embody a type of  citizenry, so that we 
are no longer so simply ‘the thin subject of  laws and rights,’ but rather a ‘far more 
multidimensional and robust’ ‘resource,’ one carefully ‘controlled and exploited’ 
by this bio-metric thickening of  the subject that no longer just concerns our body 
or our vote, but now extends to incorporate and indeed mould our emotional ca-
pabilities, our social networks, even our desires and utmost fears.17 Thus these tags 
which hook onto Tane’s messengers, which designate and safe-guard these birds as 
eco-refugees, also function as a crucial binding that foreshortens the possibilities of  
the world of  light, rendering these birds less as agents in their own right, than they 
are entirely complicit, if  not compelled subjects tied into a much larger and entirely 
hybrid apparatus of  state. 
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It should surprise us less that these rites we undergo at the border not only compel 
us to forego our usual identity, but also to re-inscribe it as well. For in many ways 
such logic is, as Agamben points out, the foundational building block of  human-
ism, especially given its qualification in a non-definition which must be constantly 
re-produced.18 Consequently, what we really experience under this refrain is not just 
the notion that we are somehow required to surrender our indeterminate autonomy 
but that we are, constantly in the process of  a becoming that is biopolitically tallied.  
For what we witness at the border, is only one minor instance of  a becoming that is 
constantly in process, one that is not just a simple act of  identification but also a form 
through which our very being is officiated, is accounted for.  Accordingly, whilst we 
may surrender our identity at the border, what also becomes apparent is that at 
this very moment in which we enter into the state, we momentarily encounter the 
bureaucratic processing of  our becoming as a kind of  paper-being,19 and today also 
an electronically encoded being, a string of  digits which runs hand in hand with the 
actual enchainment of  the biometrical and emotional thickening of  our “selves” as 
citizens that are cared for. It should surprise us less then, that Naïve Melody’s refrain, 
at such a crucial moment isn’t just of  this parallel of  immersion in which the care 
of  avian life mimics the care of  human life, but instead its pertinent reminder that 
the autonomous world of  light operates in conjunction with the administrative arm 
of  a particular vision, if  not manifestation of  New Zealand.  Which is why I wish 
to doubly refer to these hei hei as messengers, not only reiterating the cosmological 
realism of  Tane’s agency but also as bio-political subjects that help us (humans) nav-
igate between this primeval casting of  a world of  light, our own navigation between 
this world of  possibility and our own alignment with the biopolitical hybridisation 
of  our status within the state. As such, Naïve Melody’s refrain, isn’t just that these 
birds mean something, but rather that they have constantly meant something, and 
that such meaning, like our own constitution is constantly broken apart, suspended 
only to be re-inscribed.  Which of  course, is an articulation I myself  am forced to 
sustain in what follows!  

‘He understood that if  Pakeha New Zealanders do have a mythology;
it is a mythology of  birds’20 

That’s Laurence Aberhart referring to Bill Hammond.  But let me put that in a par-
ticular perspective. That’s Aberhart, an artist who photographs the sullen vernacu-
lar of  a distinctly New Zealand sensibility, who elevates monuments as testimonies 
of  sacrifice, who distils grey landscapes as moments of  sublime serenity, speaking 
about the painter who gives us an equalling consoling mythology, one pegged to 
what Douglas Reid calls the mythopoetic land-of-birds, an archetypal avian raft that 
indulges in a geological expanse of  deep-time to recast the colonial enterprise of  
New Zealand as mere mammalian interruption.21 No wonder then that Aberhart 
might bolster Hammond’s treatment of  New Zealand’s postcolonial moment.  Af-
ter all, both artists equally craft practices which cultivate a suggestively redemptive 
stoicism that carries just a hint of  the settlement of  unease to be appealing and yet 
not radically disrupt business as usual.  But don’t take my word for it.  Let’s look at 
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how Hammond’s bird-land paintings, the very ones he occasionally dubs as “ances-
tral,” overlap with the land-of-birds mythology in ornithological discourse.

In the land-of-birds mythology New Zealand is cast back to its origins in 
Gondwanaland where, some fifty million years ago, New Zealand proper is said 
to break apart from this globally collective landmass, becoming a ‘Noah’s ark of  
prototype fauna and flora.’22 Only, according to the geological record this distinct 
land mass briefly subsists in its voyage from Gondwanaland’s location in present 
day Antarctica to its current location in the South Pacific, submerging under water 
only to remerge as a blank slate that must be re-populated by air-born settlers, for 
no species (fauna or flora) could survive the passage by water (at least till humans 
arrive on the historical scene).  In this genesis story the oceanic westward winds 
become a kind “natural” inseminator, blowing in seed spores and bird life, creating 
what Randolph Stidolp calls an ‘avian paradise,’23 an island mass where, as Stephen 
Fry marvels, birds were to occupy the ‘niches that in other lands were filled by 
burrowing and gnawing mammals.’24 Accordingly, in the land-of-birds mythology 
the landmass that would later come to be known as Aotearoa-New Zealand be-
comes instead a unique experiment in global evolution, a remote avian-Eden in 
which speciations previously unthought find free expression. For instance, in the 
predator free land, some birds are able to take ‘the easy road to thermodynamic ef-
ficiency’25 by becoming rotund, flightless ground dwelling beings. Similarly, camou-
flage becomes increasingly inconsequential and birds develop new coat structures, 
ones later prized by mammalian collectors for their novelty and superb accent co-
lours.  But like the biblical genesis story this narrative so closely follows, this floating 
garden also witnesses its inevitable fall, allowing humans to become mammalian 
interrupters, primate agents whose presence wreaks havoc on this unique avian 
experiment.  Thus the arrival of  Polynesian settlers eleven hundred years ago is 
cast as the moment in which this ‘natural equilibrium was irreversibly disrupted,’ a 
continuum that allows ‘another wave of  colonists, sailing from Europe in the mid-
dle of  the nineteenth century’ to merely continue this story of  eco-cide.26 In many 
ways this mythology closely adheres to another entirely familiar “arrival” story, one 
that was extremely popular in the 1890s in which Maori “arrivals” were constantly 
reproduced, recasting New Zealand, less as Maori-land, than as a settlers’ society 
Pakeha and Maori have equal claim to.27  Reinforced by the land-of-birds mythos, 
this settler commonality is now grounded by the convenient twist in which both 
peoples are no longer just settlers, but also mammalian agents, primates who wreck 
considerable ecological change to this once unique avian paradise.    

Perhaps the indignant tone is getting away on me. But it seems obvious that 
the land-of-birds mythology, the very one that Justin Paton can write of  Hammond’s 
birds ‘being of their place’ in a way that humans cannot but hope to be,28 merely 
reiterates the colonial nationalist sentiments of  Allen Curnow’s own confrontation 
with a similarly symbolic bird who models an ability to ground an authentic being 
of  place.29  That is, this narrative of  place-making through the co-evolving parallel 
of  the land-of-birds is perfectly suited to the uneasy foundation of  a colonial settle-
ment, particularly in the reflective stages of  its postcolonial moment in which we 
can displace an Anglo-regret onto a larger story of  mammalian similarity as two 
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peoples’ story of  eco-cide, one as a nation we can move forward through.  In this 
sense, New Zealand’s land-of-birds mythology exculpates a history of  ‘occupation 
and reprise’30 into one of  redemptive possibility in which the care for birds becomes 
by proxy the new nationalistic resource, enabling the adoption of  and paternalistic 
attitude towards endemic birds to validate, if  not vindicate Pakeha settlement. Thus 
in the ornithological record you not only find comments like this:

For some of  the post-1800 extinctions, the European settlers only dealt the coup 
de grace. The initial reduction in the ranges of  huia, takahe, little spotted kiwi 
and kakapo had been a consequence of  Maori hunting.31 

But there exists also a tendency to call for the preservation of  New Zealand’s en-
demic birds as a global responsibility.  For instance:

The day may come when conservation values are so strongly held that every 
nation will be called to account for the species - perhaps especially the birds - it 
has held in trust for the world. New Zealand’s responsibility far outweighs its 
size in this regard.32

Or:
Our biota is part of  humanity’s global heritage. Only New Zealand can con-
serve the endemic species and unusual ecosystems that make our country dis-
tinctive, but we do it on behalf  of  all humankind.33

There is then a sense in which New Zealand purposefully operates as the mamma-
lian interlude of  the land-of-birds fantasy, in which following its moment of  crisis 
what we will eventually witness is the redemptive possibility of  a final amalgama-
tion, in which the unique experiment of  avian speciation will be re-stitched back 
into the global community of  a cosmopolitan Gondwanaland. Which is of  course 
an argument we are increasingly familiar with, echoing as it does neoliberal rhetoric 
that suggest our bicultural constitution is ultimately trumped by the emergence of  
a multicultural society, only in this avian inspired strand it is no longer just human 
cultures that matter.  All though I doubt entirely that such sentiment holds any 
sway at all, especially as these birds are too often treated merely as a nationalistic 
resource through which we might construct our own anthropocentric origin stories. 
No wonder then that Naïve Melody greets us not with a familiar human voice, but 
its metamorphic overlay into a primeval creation story, not only holding this potent 
genesis story aloft, but also rendering it somewhat dormant given its melancholic 
encoding in the obsolete technology of  the lenticular print, reminding us that such 
nature-representation is not only pragmatic, ‘something to be taken with a little 
salt,’ but also entirely realistic.  After all, there’s no photo-shopping of  these birds’ 
tags, no hiding the fact that they are a resource of  the state.  Nor will you find 
any preening of  the hei hei’s feathers, no marks of  symbolism which allow them 
to take flight into the epics of  human imagination.  No! What we are face to face 
with, albeit in reproduction, is an entirely indifferent bird, one enchained in its own 
world, in its own commotion, so that what we, as viewers are left with, is simply the 
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swaying of  the trees in the middle panel which threatens a contrapuntal lilting we’re 
too deaf  to hear.  No wonder then that I’m so hung up on what these birds mean. 
I’ve never once thought to ask what we humans might mean in an avian context.34 

New Zealand’s Multitude

To borrow a phrase from Donna Haraway, birds are ‘non innocent’ constituents,35 
entities hooked into the biometrically thickened politics of  our anthropocentric era.  
This is certainly not lost on the hei hei that Pohio embeds into the refrain of  our ad-
judication at the border, whose very birth would have been constantly overlooked, 
nurtured and cared for by both avian and human “hands.”  We need only turn our 
minds to that which is excluded and in particular to the recent arrival of  the red 
crested bul bul in parts of  Auckland, to witness how these incorporative methodol-
ogies might actually operate. 

The red crested bul bul is a small bird, the size of  a starling, more commonly 
found in Pakistan and parts of  southern China. Its recent re-appearance in the 
Auckland area is a source of  major concern for our Ministry of  Primary Industries, 
particularly as these birds can be extremely destructive to fruit and wheat crops, still 
in some ways the cornerstones of  New Zealand’s economy.36 Moreover, these birds 
are also considered to be exceptionally aggressive, especially over territory and are 
as such, viewed as a major threat to the survival of  New Zealand’s endemic Kereru.  
Consequently the red crested bul bul is regarded as an invasive presence, one the 
Ministry of  Primary Industries is keen to curtail before the bird can establish itself  
in sufficient numbers. In this endeavour, history is considerably on the Ministry’s 
side, given that the bird’s appearance in the 1950s was short-lived and another in-
cursion in 2005 was quickly eradicated.  Nevertheless, given this bird’s status as ‘one 
of  the world’s most invasive bird species,’37 the red crested bul bul warrants consid-
erable attention, and its current legal status, as ‘an unwanted organism’ is a telling 
description of  the processes through which our border security is actively policed 
by this administrative politics of  life which determines not just a right of  occupancy 
but also a commercially minded and ecologically reflexive condition of  entry.38 To 
get a better sense of  how such terms might prove more elastic than we might realise, 
we need only turn to another unwanted bird, the commonly encountered sparrow. 

First introduced by acclimatisation societies in the 1860s, the sparrow along-
side a number of  other small birds (starlings, black birds and finches) were released 
in New Zealand with a view to both controlling insect numbers, which at the time 
posed a serious problem to crop farmers,39 and to provide the sentimental and nos-
talgic ballast of  a familiar species in an entirely confronting new land.  However 
within fifteen years these birds were considered major invasive pests, responsible 
as they were for a ten per cent loss in crops and the widespread devastation of  
New Zealand’s endemic birds through the introduction of  avian diseases the indig-
enous birds carried no immunity too. Consequently, the sparrow found itself  not 
only the target of  public opprobrium but also, increasingly on the wrong side of  
New Zealand’s legislative concerns. Indeed the New Zealand government passed                  
the Small Bird’s Nuisance Act in 1882 which allowed local councils to levy funds  
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specifically for the eradication of  sparrows, something achieved in no small part by 
the establishment of  sparrow clubs through which young children were paid to col-
lect both birds and eggs.  Today however, sparrows are to a large extent somewhat 
accepted as part of  the landscape, perhaps even as settlers in their own right, posing 
a sort of  first candidacy in the evolution of  a possible human-avian cosmopolitism 
of  the future. And yet, not really. After all sparrows still cause considerable problems 
for their human counterparts, particularly in the Hawke’s Bay region where they 
continue to account for a significant proportion of  crop loss,40 as well as in Auck-
land, where they are responsible for the spread of  avian-human diseases, notably 
the so called sparrow salmonella which in 2000 hospitalised eighty and killed one 
elderly male. Consequently sparrow culls still regularly occur in Auckland, carrying 
with them echoes of  the earlier century’s sparrow clubs.41 

I have focused on these two case studies largely to contextualise what the 
return of  the hei hei to mainland New Zealand might mean, both for humans and 
for the birds themselves. Largely thought to be extinct following the introduction 
of  European birds in the 1870s the hei hei were the focus of  early conservation 
attempts which relied to a large extent on the establishment of  offshore islands 
as avian-sanctuaries.  Flourishing on Little Barrier Island, especially following the 
elimination of  possums and cats in the 1980s, hei hei were relocated to Hew, Cuvi-
er, and Kapiti islands and then following the establishment of  Zealandia, re-intro-
duced to mainland New Zealand only in the last five years.42 Thus, in many ways 
we might think of  these birds as the counterpart to arguments that position the 
feral, or the ‘unwanted organism’ as the uncanny of  settler societies.  As Nigel Clark 
suggests, the feral only acts as an ‘embodiment of  disorder’ because of  its inability 
to adhere to the structures and devices that deign to protect ‘an imagined order 
from an equally imaginary chaos.’43  Consequently it’s entirely possible to read the 
hei hei, and in particular the concerted effort to reintroduce them as a species into 
the mainland as part of  this never-ending process in which settler society creates 
and administrates its own sense of  order, not as something that is orchestrated but 
as something that is entirely natural, which follows an organic inclination.  But per-
haps what interests me more is less this argument in which care of  avian life extends 
by proxy to the grooming of  ones’ nation, but rather the very adjudication through 
which this inclusive politics is decided.  For at its core we see in operation an ex-
treme form of  designation, in which it is no longer just about the care for life, but 
the very ability to accommodate life. As such, what Naïve Melody’s refrain really alerts 
us to is just how crucial this biopolitical apparatus is to our conditioned becoming 
within New Zealand. Consequently, that Naïve Melody might also pose the primeval 
world of  light as a similar moment of  becoming is its crucial point of  difference, al-
lowing us to glimpse, and fittingly too, in the fragmented and illusionary perspective 
of  a lenticular print’s mobility, a wandering of  this condition, making these hei hei, 
less birds-of-state, than they are, Tane’s messengers, intermediaries that mark our 
assent into the biopolitical refrain of  New Zealand. That they also, simultaneously 
(and one might say mesmerizingly so), allude to this othered ontological realm, one 
in which birds and humans equally overlap is the real lesson in pragmatics Naïve 
Melody ultimately provokes.
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Nick Austin’s Total Dread
by Rebecca Boswell 

Contrary to common belief, the sight of  a dorsal fin slicing through the waves to 
circle around a swimmer or animal - a travelling blade that pens the water like a 
spirograph - is not the perfect image of  impending doom as we know it.  Permanent 
swimmers, sharks cannot see or move in a straight line and will swim in O’s and 8’s 
simply as a way of  forming an image of  what they are confronting in the water. As 
culture has it, the idea-motif  of  circling sharks is formidable to us - yet it is an ab-
straction. In the wild these looping formations of  habit and repetition are practices 
of  curiosity and strategies of  observation.

Total Dread (2013) is a recent body of  work by Nick Austin, on show at Hop-
kinson Mossman gallery in Auckland. In Total Dread a suite of  five paintings are pre-
sented in the first gallery, foregrounding an installation of  eight large Shark Envelope 
paintings in the main space.

Austin paints with an equivocal attitude to his subject matter, making objects 
shake off  their usual baggage - the things around them, their belonging to particu-
lar moments, events, stories, histories and landscapes. In painterly scenarios, famil-
iar objects are represented in simple combinations somewhere between the boring 
and the strange. Using a reduced palette and minimal chiaroscuro, Austin fattens 
his subject matter with a thick rind of  colour and an easy contour, as if  what we are 
seeing is in costume. Fortunately, for these lovely substitutes, the resulting vagueness 
or blankness in Austin’s work is precisely not the kind of  attention-grabbing visual 
language of  most other images in the world that seem so “ready” to be consumed.

Paintings in the first gallery contain quotidian propositions such as a blank 
treasure map or a soft, old cardboard box. More poetic combinations include a 
handful of  cash notes flapping behind prison bars inscribed, ‘Drugs NA ‘13,’ and 
‘What?’ a sheet of  blacked out wrapping paper trailing speech bubbles made of  
string. What? also features a blown egg hovering some distance from the part where 
the two word balloons intersect - as if  the kernel of  truth is something to be avoided 
(or all together missed) in a conversation taking place in the dark. 

It has been said that Austin’s images are enigmatic1 - visual puzzles that are 
better read than simply looked at.2  Indeed, the contents of  these paintings can 
appear suspicious or distracted. Meaning is oblique, it is not likely to emerge when 
confronted head on, but might return in a state of  absorption (ours) once we’ve 
stopped thinking about them for what they are, which is paintings of  things. It was 
once said in another context, ‘an eye for an eye will leave everyone blind.’ So if  we 
forget about looking for awhile, what they might more accurately resemble is some-
thing ineffable yet concrete; something breathable, like a memory, yet primary, like 
an experience. 

In childhood things felt slow, acute and largely unexplained; unburdened by 
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function and sociality. Chin to the floor, beneath sunlight that angled in the ranch 
sliding door, it was discovered that under scrutiny, sensible and constant things 
may loosen their grip on such ideals, given an opportunity. Noticing a dark groove 
around one of  the drawn shapes of  the linoleum floor, tiny fingernails enquire at 
its edges. Here was the impossible knowledge of  a single tile on the family room 
floor that could be lifted out of  place, a checker board quilt with failed slivers of  
incomplete pattern at its edges that could still carry all of  us on its durable, hypnotic 
face. Arched toward the sunlight instead of  flat like the others, its button curve is a 
shapely invitation. And all at once, the piece is out and its underside sticky and un-
wanted and I feel let down. A perfect sealed surface - now so irrational, discovered. 
Yet in my small and tactile reality there is a tiny pleasure in the fakery. 

It was Walter Benjamin who wrote that boredom was a useful state, but he 
thought about it in two distinct and opposing ways. Firstly, Benjamin worried that 
with the advent of  modernity and the acceleration of  life, storytelling was on the 
decline. Boredom, ‘the dream bird that hatches the egg of  experience,’3 was essen-
tial to the art of  repeating stories, and would no longer have any place in our lives 
once the frenzy of  modern experience - broken, immediate and less connected 
with memory and community - took over. On the other hand, Benjamin was a big 
fan of  George Simmel, who described how an urban life saturated with sensory 
impressions and pleasures had led to the emergence of  a blasé metropolitan psyche. 
In this context, the blasé attitude was actually one of  shock that served as a defence 
mechanism against the overstimulation of  city life, all the while creating a new kind 
of  boredom - so that to the blasé person everything loses distinction and becomes 
rather grey in appearance. In the new forms of  labour and technology of  industrial 
production, repetition - once associated with habitual life, child’s play and storytell-
ing - makes a return as the repetition of  the machine: the factory line, the clock, and 
the artificial fragmentation of  people’s sense of  space and time and communality. 
Benjamin’s concern was that the boredom that had liberated and lubricated the 
rhythms of  pre-modern life - with stories and meaning - would be lost out to bore-
dom in both the work and leisure time of  the modern world which would reproduce 
a numbing anaesthetic.4 If  Benjamin was ambivalent about the historical impulses 
of  boredom, Austin’s paintings seem to suggest that what it really boils down to is 
a question of  pace.

Each canvas in Shark Envelopes #1 to #8 - the dimensions of  a giant envelope 
and painted in a scuffed grey-white, features a single window of  thick white paint 
that frames a blue-grey dorsal fin. Hung left to right along the perimeter of  the 
gallery, Shark Envelopes maximises all of  the available wall space, as if  to deliberately 
leave the floor space empty. For the viewer entering the room then, Austin’s Shark 
Envelopes “happen all at once” - the dorsal fin - instantly recognisable like a stop sign 
or a smiley face - is seen lurking in every painting on every wall. Slightly out of  sync 
with an otherwise uniform hang, Shark Envelope #4 appears slightly ahead of  itself, 
closing in on #5. The single feature in each work, the sloping fin simultaneously an-
chors and dictates how the eye snaps around the room and takes it all in. Suddenly 
the completing factor of  this comic sketch in space, the visitor is quickly aware that 
he or she is the butt of  the joke about circling sharks. 
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Shark Envelopes #1 and #2 are hung on an external brick wall that contributes nat-
ural light to a room that is already starkly lit by a chain of  fluorescents installed in 
the ceiling. Their top edge partially concealing several window panes, the paintings 
become less wall-bound and by the same token, more sculptural. As if  conspicu-
ously “tacked” to the wall these paintings appear mobile, enacting a quirky prag-
matism reminiscent of  the way mail arrives and shifts around the home, waiting to 
be opened. Early email services observed this domestic image too, animating a little 
envelope that flew into your inbox when emails arrived. 

In 1980s England, Ted Chippington took the stage before post-punk gigs to 
deliver a stand-up routine that had him tell the same joke again and again. In his 
distinctive Midlands monotone, his ‘I was walking down the road the other day’ 
joke heard for the umpteenth time had half  the audience chortling and the other 
half  sitting in vexed silence. The comedian aimed to get 60% “with” him,5 applying 
a kind of  stoic formalism to labouring stand-up as form rather than entertainment. 
Austin applies the same unblinking (winking) observation of  his audience with a 
painting show of  flat, scumbled, and flickering depictions of  sharks in envelopes 
tracking an efficient route around the gallery walls. In this standoff, the viewer is 
encouraged to observe their own discomfort in the gallery and become the ready-
made. Like Jasper Johns’ Targets (1955-61), Austin’s Shark Envelopes operate as both 
the object and the sign, except that their visual centre becomes the viewer’s position 
in the room. Any habit or desire to disappear in front of, observe or critique, totally 
ignore, or romantically “fall into” the conceptual or internal space of  the painting is 
blocked by the object’s resistant surface, its functionality as a sign, and the fact that 
it is repeated again and again. To borrow the logic of  Targets some more, Shark En-
velopes symbolically position the viewer - like the reductive midpoint of  a target - as 
the destabilising agent in the work. By becoming the centre of  the joke or artwork, 
the viewer also signals its violent end. Other readings seem equally funny: the con-
centric Sharks might say something about the banal dread an artist feels, emerging 
from the studio before another dealer show, as he or she dully anticipates providing 
expectant audiences with an “art encounter.”

Benjamin and Chippington’s approaches suggest that when it’s made inter-
esting or important, boredom has a surprising ability to dismantle our expectations 
and observations about things we consider routine about the world. While the feel-
ing of  being in the presence of  some thing or phenomena can be intoxicating, its vi-
sual appearance is less likely to maintain solidity in the mind once the active agents 
of  time move us along, unless it connects up with forms of  experience whose job 
it is to create enduring impressions, such as memory, habit and of  course, humour. 

As Total Dread playfully recalls, in Steven Spielberg’s Jaws (1975) most of  the 
suspense is created by not actually showing the shark, but in the texture of  the idea 
of  its imminent approach.

Total Dread

Hopkinson Mossman, Auckland, 7 August - 6 September, 2013
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Robert Hood Edition for Matters Art Journal, Summer 2013/14

Given Hood’s penchant to distil the metaplasm of  life you could do worse than suggest this 
modest photographic work is the perfect illustration of  his practice’s foundation. After all, 
peanuts do travel. They have a husk specifically for this purpose. You might even say they 
morph through the landscape at the digestible pace of  a glacier. And yet they are also pack-
aged onto ships, becoming a cargo that in turn finds its way into biscuits and protein shakes. 
They’re even prone to cause anaphylactic shocks in some humans. So you can see there is 
a propulsion to the little peanut, a sheer force involved in this small legume, as it travels, 
interleaving both the geological and animal. Which is why it is unsuprising to glance Hood’s 
arrangement of  a peanut hovering, just so, upon a placemat picturing a scenic shot of  New 
Zealand’s icnographical glaciers. Here it seems both peanut and glacier move with an unusu-
ally expansive temporality, collapsing our generic feeling for scale and perspective. 

Born in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania (1974), Hood holds a BFA (1999) from the University of  Canterbury’s School 

of  Fine Arts and is recent graduate of  their Master’s programme (2011). Hoods’ Duck Soup is currently on display 

as part of  Scape, Christchurch’s biennale of  public Art. Recent solo exhibitions include, Who Laughs Last (Jona-

than Smart Gallery 2012);  Wrecked Pathological Stimulus Soap Rotational Vacuum Idle Earth Manifold Detergent Runtime 

Dada Glue (The Physics Room 2009); Cyclical Adjustment Vacuum Idle Manifold (ARTSPACE, 2008); and Big Bull 

Market (Jonathan Smart Gallery, 2008). Recent group exhibitions include, Tricksters (Christchurch Art Gallery, 

2012); Prospect: New Zealand Art Now (City Gallery Wellington, 2011); From a City Forsaken by its Gods (Firstdraft/

Chalk Horse, 2011) and Last Ride in a Hot Air Balloon, The Fourth Auckland Triennial (2010). Hood was the Olivia 

Spencer Bower Fellow in 2007 and is currently represented by the Jonathan Smart Gallery.

Robert Hood’s edition is being released to support the longevity of Matters Arts Journal.  

Glacier with Peanut

220x190mm, LED photo print

Edition of 5
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A small collection of  words 
bound together
by John Ward Knox

The sound of  writing with a ball point pen is curious. It is a tiny metal bearing 
encased in a tapered metal sheath, lubricated by ink bound in oil. It is really quite a 
miraculous invention. The ball is at once the stopper that keeps the ink from drying 
out and the applicator, while the ink is the medium and the lubricant. 

The sound of  writing can’t just be the noise of  the ink departing the pen, tracked 
across the fibers of  the page though. The viscous sound of  oily ink unclasping from 
itself  and purchasing the paper is kin to the sound of  paper depressed - a mat of  
woven fibers rearranged like twigs snapping beneath a rolling rock. This is then 
amplified by the plane underneath the writing surface. An entire plank of  wood or 
metal or plastic or whatever reverberates to the point. The plane becomes a witness 
and speaker to the deed, though it doesn’t announce the content, more like a neigh-
bour heard through a wall.

Then there is the stuff  that surrounds the actual writing point, the knuckle that 
grazes the page and the hairs of  the forearm pushed and pulled against the table 
like seaweed in a prevailing tide. These have a sound too. If  you could listen closely 
enough each hair would be acting as a stylus, picking up audial information and 
relaying it to the skin. En masse the sound of  these hairs is a white noise, a record 
covered in dust.

There is also the sound of  a different breathing pattern, an altered cadence of  
diaphragm movements. The ribs must make a sound. In my head this sound is like 
an oak branch pressed by the wind, but in reality it must be more like a thick piece 
of  rope underwater. There is the sound of  the wind passing by your dental crags 
and down your throat. It is a moist thing but it somehow sounds dry. There are the 
sounds of  millions of  tiny air-sacks being expanded and compressed.

There is the sound of  a hand run through your hair. This is a sound that is quite 
hard to pin down, exactly. It comes to you through your ears like the sound of  sand 
being blown along a beach and through your skull like shells being pushed along 
the sea bed in a gentle swell, heard from under water. When you think about it, this 
is kind of  like thousands of  little string instruments. If  each follicle were somehow 
taut you could run your fingers along and the ridges of  your fingerprints would 
strum a tone. 
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The person who is hearing these things is probably also hearing the sound of  their 
blood being pushed about their body through an ear pressed into a pillow, or the 
funny wall-sounds that happen when it is 4am and the realisation is dawning that 
maybe sleep is not going to occur tonight and the fridge is making a noise and it is 
at the other end of  the house. 

In a way these things are also the sound of  depression.

The smell of  a brick is curious. It is a shaped and dried lump of  clay that has been 
designed to be the perfect neighbor in a collection of  peers. It is the ancestor of  
Troy and the brother of  Downing Street. I often think of  a single brick as a patch 
of  earth beneath a footfall. What a step is to a journey a brick is to a structure.

The smell of  a brick is elusive. It is the smell of  an old fig tree in summer. Not so 
much the fruit or the leaves but the base of  the tree where generations of  slaters and 
ants have lived and died amongst the dry leaf  litter. It is the smell of  ant eggs and 
spider silk caught up and arranged together by a gust of  wind and an overturned 
leaf. It is the smell of  an industrious life turned to dust.

There is a dark green smell too, the smell of  a piece of  seaweed that has rested on a 
windowsill of  an old bach for 20 years and is likely to rest there for 20 years more. 
All the sea air is bleached out and all that is left is a faint mineral and salt tang. It 
is the smell of  a creeping mold that has grown and dried and grown and dried in 
the laundry - a winter growing green that signals the absence of  abundant material 
wealth.

A brick in the sun and a brick in the rain are so similar and yet so remarkably differ-
ent that it can be hard to reconcile the two. A brick in the sun is a heated desert rock 
that wind has etched into edges. It was once part of  a sea of  alluvial silt, compacted 
and then forged skyward by some continental twitch. A cold smooth thing become 
hot and rough. A brick in the rain is a lichen covered boulder sitting in a stream, 
worn smooth by the ceaseless flow of  water. If  you break it in two it sparkles with 
the crystalline evidence of  a fiery birth. It is a hot rough thing become cold and 
smooth.

The person who is smelling these things is probably also smelling a hand-full of  
oats taken from a crinkled brown paper bag which is starches and glue and so many 
memories of  a cold winter morning made brighter by a simple life. A single grain 
pulled from a piece of  bread and tested between the teeth. They are the smells that 
a person smells when they are on their own and happy about it, when each human 
encounter in the coming day is untempered by a sense of  decorum.

In a way these things are also the smell of  love.
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Milli Jannides in the group show: 
Hermes’ Lack of  Words
by Sam Rountree Williams

I began the process of  writing about Milli’s paintings by considering my reactions to 
the two large works she exhibited at Artspace in Hermes’ Lack of  Words. My responses 
to both had initially been very favourable, and while my first viewing of  At last the 
man lost the courage to go on had been almost overwhelmingly visceral (at no point in 
the fifteen minutes I was looking at it did the hairs on my arm resume their usual 
position of  repose), I was also very impressed by the visual strength, manipulation 
of  style and even humour1 of  The God-Game. As time progressed however, my feel-
ings about the two paintings diverged. While At last quickly entered my personal 
pantheon of  Milli’s greatest hits, the impact of  God-Game was more fleeting. At first 
I thought this was an effect of  the different working methods by which the paintings 
were produced; At last having been based on a sketch, God-Game worked up directly 
on the canvas (though the subject and parts of  the image had appeared before in 
Milli’s painting). The approach taken in At last had banished pictorial superfluities 
– the remnants of  false starts and wrong turns; the superficial charms of  aesthetic 
vagueness; what I would call “fat” in the work – and thereby achieved rare clarity 
and specificity for the image. 

I got very excited about the potential of  this working-from-sketches method 
becoming the norm, and even more excited when I found out that my long-time 
favourite, From End to End (2010) was also, and in contrast to the body of  work from 
which it sprang, made from a sketch. Yet as I continued to analyse my reactions to 
At last, God-Game, and other notable works of  Milli’s, I started to feel that though 
the elimination of  fat was a crucial factor in their success, too much should not be 
made of  their methods as the source of  their quality. What fat obscures is not simply 
the clarity of  the image in formal terms, but the clarity of  the picture’s narrative. It 
disrupts the story of  the picture with the story of  how the picture was made. I came 
to understand that what unites Milli’s best work is precisely this sense of  narrative, 
and that any return to a discussion of  process is misleading if  what we are seeking 
is to understand how an experience of  Milli’s work operates. 

What kind of  narratives are these though? Or rather, in what sense is this 
narrative? It’s not like a story is being narrated by way of  illustration, and you 
would hardly be able to say what is “going on” in the paintings. They look more 
like settings for narratives, and even when they are not stagey the visible absence 
of  characters is keenly felt. In the more cropped views such as Words were like chains 
there is still this sense that everything pictured has a narrative function, as it might 
in a close-up from a film: even if  they are not stagey they are still art-directed.

The space created by the absence of  depicted characters allows us to enter 
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the scene in the same way you do when reading a novel narrated in the first-person, 
identifying with the protagonist and seeing the world through their eyes. And of  
course, the source material for the paintings is quotes which Milli has lifted from 
novels she has read (not all of  which are narrated in the first person, but those 
which inspired From End to End, Words were like chains, and half  of  God-Game are). 
The paintings though do not simply recreate the novel’s effect of  having us identify 
with the fictional protagonist; we identify equally with the artist who has translated, 
in a personal, poetic manner, the novel’s content. Looking at the works, you expe-
rience simultaneously the narrative of  the novel, or this episode from the novel, 
and also the artist’s interpretation of  what is evoked by the text, without the latter 
supplanting the former or illustrating it. We are seemingly dropped into the artist’s 
imagining procedure, seeing the world through her eyes as she looks through the 
fictional protagonist’s. In this way it is possible to appreciate Milli’s interpretation of  
the subject, even if  it differs from our own mental image (if  indeed we are familiar 
with the source text). 

The relative ease with which Milli slips into the role of  protagonist is hardly 
surprising given that the reason she selects the quotes she does is her own empathy 
with the subjects, an empathy which echoes through the works and gives them their 
emotional sincerity, their believability. In fact the narrative we witness in Milli’s 
work is largely an autobiographical one, though that is masked by the surrogate 
narratives provided by the quotes. A very literal example of  the artist’s identifica-
tion with her fictional subject can be found in The Occupant, where the text concerns 
a girl who has moved to London and is staying in a boarding house; a situation 
which at the time directly mirrored Milli’s own. Usually however, identification is 
premised on much more abstract thoughts and feelings, so that the channelling of  
a personal narrative is highly metaphorical, and probably impossible to interpret 
from the paintings. It is also unnecessary to interpret. Though much of  the work’s 
strength might lie in the sense of  narrative it evokes, and though this sense of  nar-
rative might be intertwined with the personal, the value of  the works in no way 
derives from their being diaristic. The autobiographical aspect lends integrity to 
the paintings without becoming their theme as such. It helps maintain the crucial 
distinction between poetry and effect. This, likewise, is a trademark of  all Milli’s 
best works. 

Hermes’ Lack of Words

Rosalind Nashashibi, William Hsu, Milli Jannides, Manon de Boer, Eleanor Cooper

Curated By Alex Davidson, Artspace, Auckland, 26 July – 31 August, 2013

ENDNOTES

1. I.e. the subtly ironic tone with which ‘metaphysical’ 

devices, such as the staircase, are presented.



The God-Game, oil on canvas, 165-200cm, 2013

Image courtesy of the artist
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Auckland Public Library Interior 

Unknown Artist, late 19th century

Albumen silver photograph

Collection of the Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tamaki, purchased 1993
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Marlin

Artist and Date Unknown

Lino cut

Collection of the Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tamaki, purchased 1977
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Seated Woman

Artist and Date Unknown

Oil on canvas on board

Collection of the Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tamaki
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Hokioi Hokioi Hu u

One not a translation of  the other. You don't sign a translation of  a legal document. 
They did. Hobson Did. The Crown's representative. The Queen’s voice said yes to 
the Māori contract of  law. 

The Two Treaties, only one voted legally in, by numbers, by sheer traditional west-
ern capitalist law, deigned democracy, in a parliament where laws are made. To 
govern the people a vote is made. Britain signed With THE UNITED FEDERA-
TION OF TRIBES to leave well alone. All power to Te Ao Māori, to be defended 
by the British Legal system, They will be protected from the abuses symptomatic 
of  all previous colonisations. This will not be a colonisation, this will be different. 

Someone was taken down, The leaders of  this enlightened wave of  thought, the 
emancipatory, egalitarianism of  the Anti -Slavery Unit. the Intellectual leaders of  
the societies of  the rich doing the right thing and freeing the poor from torture.

2 treaties. Not even remotely the same, nor were they treated the same, at the time, 
all through history, and right now. 

One (Te Tiriti) built on the declaration of  independence ALREADY agreed to by 
the Crown and International law, that new zealand belonged to the United federa-
tion of  Tribes, as much "owned” meant, those willing or able to define ownership 
or able to participate, to date. Signed just three months later, Te Tiriti furthered 
and strengthened this crown’s commitment, spelling out in detail, clearly, no buts 
about it; Chieftainship, Sovereignty, Taonga, Tangata Whenua, One was cop-
ied eight times (all of  which still exist at the national Library of  New Zealand) and 
traveled extensively over the entire landscape of  New Zealand, while also carefully 
avoiding iwi who were hostile or uninterested to any agreement with Pakeha.

These eight treaties were signed by over 500 chiefs and significant whanau, hapu 
and significantly the crown signed this document. 

The other was signed by just 40 Māori, chiefs, significant whanau or hapu and the 
crown. This treaty written in English, travelled separately from Te Tiriti Waitangi, 
visiting just two places. The effort, the resources the logistics of  time and money 
invested into the two different treaties is staggering. It is also a clear indication of  

Others in public

The Two Treaties
Te Tiriti  O Waitangi

and
The Treaty Of  waitangi
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what was felt about the two treaties. ONe we believe in, one we believe to be the 
true document and will receive our backing, funding , support and protection.

The other, is a coiled trap waiting to be sprung perpetually as simply a contradic-
tion in translations between two different cultures, a language gap, that though we 
share the same feelings for repulsion, will pretend that criminal intent is not able 
to be conceived on a document representing the entire population of  an empire. 
Then there is that person, making it up, doing the whole I represent the country the 
empire the power, and it's not me.. but it is me.. this is how I will do it.

When I hear the words Treaty of  Waitangi, I will say TREATIES of  Waitangi, and 
then I will say which one, which side are you on. The Law, or the thiefs. How long 
have you been here ?

American Manuhiri. Tao Wells

Sources;

Claudia Orange, The Treaty of Waitangi 

Ani Mikaere,  Colonising Myths Maori Realities 

Image sourced from Google 2013
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Hokioi Hokioi胡ü

一个没有其他的翻译。你不签署一份法律文件的翻译。他们做到了。霍布
森了。官方的代表。女王的声音说是法律的毛利合同。
这两项条约，只有一个合法投票中，由数字，由纯粹的传统的西方资本主
义法律， ，屈尊民主，法律在议会。为了治理民众投票。英国签署与联邦
部落独自离开。德敖毛利，由英国的法律制度辩护的一切权力，他们将所
有以前的殖民滥用对症保护。这不会是一个定殖，这将是不同的。
有人取下来，这种开明的思想浪潮的领导人，解放，反奴隶制单位平均主
义。社会的丰富的智力领袖，做正确的事情，使穷人免受酷刑。
2条约。远程也没有相同的，也不是他们同等对待，在当时，所有通过历史
和现在。
一个（TE Tiriti ）建立在独立宣言已经同意由官方及国际法，新西兰属于
联邦部落，尽可能多“资”的意思，那些愿意或能够确定所有权或能够参
与，到今天为止。签署短短三个月后， Te Tiriti的深化和加强这个王冠的
承诺，拼写出详细，清楚，没有但是它;酋长，主权， Taonga ， Tangata 
Whenua ，一个被复制的八倍（所有这一切仍然存在于新西兰国家图书馆） 
，遍游新西兰的整个景观，同时也小心避免伊维敌意或无心恋战白种人任
何协议。
这八个条约签署了超过500个酋长和显着的家庭群体， HAPU显著冠签署本
文件。
其他签订由仅有40毛利，酋长，显著家庭群体或HAPU的冠。这个条约用英
文写的，单独前往怀唐伊从Te Tiriti的，只有两个地方参观。
的努力，资源，物流的时间和金钱投入到两种不同的条约是惊人的。这也
清楚地表明了有关这两个条约被认为是什么。我们相信，我们相信的是真
正的文件，并会收到我们的后盾，我们的资金，支持和保护。
另一方面，是一个螺旋陷阱等待永远只是一个矛盾在两种不同的文化，语
言的隔阂之间的转换，如雨后春笋般涌现，虽然我们有着同样的感受排
斥，会假装犯罪意图是不能够被设想在一个文件代表整个人口的帝国。再
有就是那个人，补差，做我代表整个国家的帝国的权力，它不是我..但它是
我。这是我将如何做到这一点。
当我听到“怀唐伊条约”的话，我会说“威坦哲条约，那么我会说是哪一
个，你是哪一方。法，或thiefs 。你在这里多久了？
美国白种人Manuhiri 。陶井
来源;
克劳迪娅橙，怀唐伊条约
阿尼Mikaere ， Colonising神话毛利现实
(Translated by Google Translate, 2013)

其他在公共场合
这两个条约

TE Tiriti O怀唐伊
和

“怀唐伊条约”
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Daylight’s Feeling Forms
Nicola Farquhar at Hopkinson Mossman
by Victoria Wynne-Jones

If  only you knew all that I see! All that I feel! All that I hear in your hair!1

Similar to the nomenclature of  hurricanes and tropical cyclones, Nicola Farqu-
har’s latest paintings have been given women’s names - perhaps due to the fact that 
they appear to be a series of  portraits. Christened Kirstin, Ingrid, Denise, Vicky, 
Melanie, Beth, Julie, Emily, Rachel and Rachel - there is also something vaguely 
schoolgirl-ish about their appellations. In fact this evocation of  cliquey, feminine 
exclusivity combined with meteorological phenomena is quite telling as Farquhar’s 
paintings meld the appearance of  figures with unrestrained atmospheres.

Yet before one can even look into what exactly Farquhar has painted it is dif-
ficult not to be struck by her eye-jostling palettes. Lurid, acidulated and shocking 
shades nestle in between tones that are earthen, sunny and fresh. These collections 
of  colours sit beside each other awkwardly, there is mud-brown with marigold, jade 
green clashing with khaki, cherry-red with orange, bean-green, pasty apricot and 
creamy pink.2 Dirty ochres accompany mulberry purple, dark pink, vivid red, tur-
quoise and pastel pistachio. Again there is khaki with a dark green that is almost 
black, powder blue, purple, orange, pink, aqua and gold. Peach crowds magenta, a 
tan flesh colour, deep purple, green, gold, red and burgundy. A rich malachite green 
is next to grass-snake-green, gold, apricot, pink, dark indigo, pastel pink, mauve, 
mustard and plum.

Unexpected moments of  colour are thickly layered in oil on linen. Pieced 
together, each gestural stroke, dash or increment calls and responds. Multiple, built-
up marks cluster almost enough to create solid shapes but even then these forms are 
transitory and ambiguous, fluctuating between figure and ground, landscape and 
portrait. A long, curved, broad brushstroke creates a woman’s hair, patches of  paint 
make up a face, a forearm, a neck. They often combine to form garments, flowers, 
trees or striated landforms. Besides these quick, bold strokes, thickly laden with 
paint are smaller and finer little networks. Energetic dots involve paint stippled to 
resemble light effects such as the play of  light on water, golden lamé fabric or silken 
locks.  Aglow, star-bursts twinkle, sparkling with constellations of  flicks of  paint. Al-
ternations of  colour and small shapes are repeated with difference again and again 
to create patterns. These reiterated units together realise printed textiles, textured 
wallpaper, wild brush or tangled brambles. Frequently Farquhar paints this tension 
between different speeds and intensities, between the singularity and heaviness of  
long, broad, actions and the repetition of  deft, quick, touches.

In one of  his prose-poems, Charles Baudelaire (1821-1867) describes how the 



Denise, oil on linen, 800x700mm, 2013 - Photograph by: Alex North

Image courtesy the artist and Hopkinson Mossman, Auckland



Emily, oil on canvas, 800x700mm, 2012 - Photograph by: Alex North

Image courtesy the artist and Hopkinson Mossman, Auckland
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scent of  his mistress’ hair contains multitudes of  sensations, even worlds. Within A 
Hemisphere in Your Hair Baudelaire entreats ‘Let me breathe the fragrance of  your 
hair. Let me plunge my face into it like a thirsty man into the water of  a spring.’ He 
continues ‘Your hair holds a whole dream of  masts and sails; it holds seas whose 
monsoons waft me toward lovely climes where space is bluer and more profound, 
where fruits and leaves and human skin perfume the air.’3 This notion of  hemi-
spheres contained within a woman’s hair is also realised in Farquhar’s paintings. 
Her portraits are uncanny due to the way in which figures commingle with diverse 
environments until it is difficult to know which is which.

For example, Denise seems to be wearing some sort of  hijab or silk scarf. That 
is, her face is framed with varied colours- dusky pink, blue-green, navy, olive green 
and deep green. Two curves of  powder blue might signify the tops of  her ears al-
though from her right ear drops a broad, long, purple patch of  colour accompanied 
by ambiguous pink shapes. Denise’s face is constructed from layers and strata of  
patterned paint sweeping upwards, burgundy, red, white and purple. Almost in the 
centre is a golden scroll-like shape. Where her forehead should be is a mauve oblong 
spattered with speckles of  brown. The effect is vertiginous, Denise’s face has been 
replaced by mis en abyme. Where faciality should be is instead a series of  outlines, 
frames, of  exteriors within interiors, skies and countries or worlds within worlds. 
Denise’s face is literally see-through… Faces become frames for semblances of  places, 
or containers of  spaces with floating forms. Another of  Farquhar’s ladies, Julie in a 
three-quarter view has sparkling green skin and bobbed hair. Recalling Baudelaire, 
there appears to be a small sailboat in place of  her right eye.

Not only do Farquhar’s portraits contain within them landscapes, there is also 
an indiscernibility between the two, it is impossible to know where women end and 
their surroundings begin. Julie’s glimmering skin alludes to tropical seas, her golden 
garment also appears to be a field of  wheat and the patterned wallpaper behind 
her spills onto her right shoulder so that they are combined like a double exposed 
image. Denise’s neck and arm are vivid turquoise and she appears to be wearing a 
deep green dress with a wide golden collar. The garment resembles a tree canopy 
and parts of  her torso are buried in patches of  golden grass with large orange 
blooms. Her left shoulder has been usurped by a strange blue and purple growth.

Disorientation ensues as categories of  animal and vegetable are thoroughly 
confused. Vegetation abounds, often repeated to such a degree that it seems to re-
call printed fabrics or furnishings. There are soiled, mud-like patches from which 
weeds, wild flowers, vines, leaves with spines, variegated foliage, ivy, blooms, orange 
trees, marigolds, giant berry bushes, pansies, violets and tulips emerge. There is a 
lush, jungley, overgrown sense of  saturated vegetation. This excessive fecundity can 
be seen in Emily, a young girl figure who seems to have a lap full of  pale blue flow-
ers. Beth has a garden face, within her head are deep dark green lawns and divided 
potagers as seen from above. Melanie is resplendent with a glorious beard that is 
becoming green branches against a crepuscule sky with additional yellowy blooms 
on wavy stems. Kirstin has creeping vines making their way up onto her shoulder, 
whereas her neck has been colonised by some sort of  moss. Topography, portrai-
ture and botany combine with a strange kind of  biology, a culture of  ambiguous           
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microbial or even molecular forms.
Rather than being merely two-faced, Farquhar’s figures contain within their 

skulls multiplicities of  shapes, colours and forms. Physiognomy is replaced with 
physiology and facial features with almost nonsensical and abstract elements. These 
so-called faces have surprising and alarming depth, they include backgrounds and 
exteriors that unfold layer by layer. They absorb, drawing one in further and further 
into dizzying and colourful profundity.  Baudelaire announced ‘In the caresses of  
your hair I breathe in the fragrance of  tobacco tinged with opium and sugar; in 
the night of  your hair I get drunk with the smell of  musk and tar and the oil of  
coconuts.’4 This overwhelming and heady aggregation of  diverse scents recalls the 
absolute incertitude of  sensation and material created in Farquhar’s paintings. Hair, 
paint, sunlight, leaves, flesh, bacteria, linen, earth, printed cloth, silks, fruit and skies 
are made present yet utterly confused.

Overall this exhibition demonstrates moments of  dashing richness - painting 
that is excessive, generous and florid. From disquieting colours, female forms are 
conjured, smiling, wise, sometimes stroppy but without a doubt strong and in their 
prime. Daubed, stroked and stippled into being they are also somewhat transitive, 
materialising amongst flowers, grasses, landforms and amorphous shapes. Return-
ing to Baudelaire, the poet asked ‘Long, long let me bite your black and heavy 
tresses. When I gnaw your elastic and rebellious hair I seem to be eating memories.’5 
And although one cannot bite or gnaw at these women there is a tremendous desire 
to touch, to come to terms with the myriad materials evoked. Overflowing with 
competing visual cues, Farquhar’s faces frame unknowable vistas. Strange plants 
and terrains encroach upon her sitters, vivid, patient, grinning…tempestuous as 
tropical storms. 

Daylight’s Feeling Forms

Hopkinson Mossman, Auckland, 5 July - 3 August, 2013

ENDNOTES

1. Charles Baudelaire, ‘A Hemisphere in Your Hair’ (trans. 
Louise Varèse) in Paris Spleen (New York: New Directions, 
1970); 31.

2.  A fellow painter wondered aloud whether Farquhar 
painted with the gallery’s fluorescent lighting in mind.

3.  Baudelaire, ‘A Hemisphere in Your Hair,’ 31.

4.  Ibid.

5.  Ibid.
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Artists’ Biography
by Thomasin Sleigh

Keila Martin and Andy Irving live in Palmerston North, so I catch an Intercity 
bus to meet them and prepare for the exhibition Nowhere Here. I try to sleep at the 
beginning of  the trip, but the bus driver keeps cheerily announcing the names of  
passing towns and waking me up. So I stare out the window and send a message 
to my brother: It’s strange how we grew up in rural New Zealand. Our family emigrated 
from Zimbabwe to rural Whanganui when we were young, and our childhood was 
constructed between these two different places. He replies: Eating rabbit at the Bun’s 
farm. I smile; this is one of  our more surreal, shared Whanganui memories.

The green farmland of  the Manawatu looks simultaneously strange and familiar to 
me from the bus’s window, and it seems Keila and Andy have a similar sensation 
when looking out the window from their suburban home in Palmerston North. The 
two artists moved North from Wellington last year and the town has a mutable, 
abstracted face in Nowhere Here. Keila’s diminutive paintings show the anonymous, 
backstreet scenes of  the suburbs around their new house. She looks for snapshots 
that give very little away; brief, arbitrary edits from a sea of  information. Her paint-
ings are small - partly due to the constrictions of  staging a show in another city on a 
limited budget - but also to foreground transience and temporariness. This is a town 
where everyone is moving through.

Keila collects me from the bus station in their Nissan Sunny, resplendent in the 
colour dubbed “Palmy cream” by Andy because of  its ubiquity in Palmerston, and 
replicated in the show as a small model. Keila gives me a hug and says, ‘Palmerston 
North has the bleakest bus station. I never want people to have to wait here long.’ 
It’s true, it is bleak: concrete cinder blocks and a fading mural. We get in the car and 
drive through town to their new house.

Their villa is in the midst of  substantial renovations: walls and faux 1970s ceilings 
have been taken out, carpet ripped up, sections re-piled. As paint and wallpaper has 
been removed, the house has emerged in a pleasing strata of  colour. Mustard yel-
lows and eggshell blues compete with floral patterns, remnants of  prior decorating 
decisions and styles.

‘Some things are just too good, and will have to stay,’ says Keila, pointing to 
the vivid green kitchen cupboard doors.

Stripped back to its bare bones the house feels in transition. The whole structure 
is in the process of  being pushed from multiple, lurid pasts into the future. Nowhere 
Here seems to stem partly from this process of  unearthing and repurposing that 
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Andy and Keila are surrounded by, and active within, every day. 
‘I’m very concerned about the instability of  the house’s main pilings,’ Andy 

says, while we sit in the kitchen and Keila makes me a sandwich for lunch. ‘It preys 
on my mind. Sometimes I can’t stop thinking about it. It seems stupid to keep ren-
ovating on top of  something that isn’t totally secured.’
 
Several of  Andy’s constructions in the exhibition read as props for activity and 
transportation, or suggest a groundless site that could be easily packed away and 
moved on. The yellow tarpaulin curtain is the same material as that used on the 
sides of  large haulage trucks that roar through Palmerston’s streets night and day. 
This is a farming town, a depot town.

The afternoon is grey and cold, but Keila gives me her thick angora cardigan to 
wear (which I have always coveted), and we take their dog Toby for a walk along the 
river and through Palmerston North’s botanical gardens. Keila and Andy want to 
show me Savage Crescent, a site that weaves its way obliquely through Nowhere Here.
 
Built by the first Labour Government between 1938 and 1944, and named after 
Michael Joseph Savage, its first leader, Savage Crescent is made up of  245 state 
houses, most of  which are maintained in their original designs. State housing was 
a new initiative, and the suburb is redolent of  modernism’s utopian aspirations 
with its communal garages (which were later removed), a large central recreation 
area and ample gardens. It was one of  the first in a planned rollout of  ideal ‘gar-
den suburbs’ for New Zealand’s working class population. Other state housing sites 
around New Zealand are characterised by the sameness of  the houses, each square, 
wooden, white house mirroring the next, in well-ordered rows. Savage Crescent 
however, is a chocolate box of  different architectural styles: Georgian Revival, Moderne 
Functionalist, Mediterranean. The Savage administration used the suburb as a test case, 
working with different architects and experimenting with structures and designs to 
determine the best model for future state housing projects.

Savage Crescent is a short walk from Keila and Andy’s house. The site is a loaded 
metaphor of  stability, idealism and the aspirations of  the mid-twentieth century 
left. Small reflections of  this ‘ideal suburb’ surface in Nowhere Here. Though, Keila 
is as interested in the abstracted back fences of  Savage Crescent as she is in the 
well-mannered road frontage of  the houses. Her small paintings turn the suburb 
inside out, as if  searching for its hidden construction, the logic of  its leftist ideology 
somewhere beneath its weatherboards and brick.

Nowhere Here has a carefully coordinated physicality of  objects and paintings - the 
bright yellow tarpaulin, the detailed model of  the car, the prominent weave of  
the canvas in Keila’s paintings - but these all have a blankness (or smoothness? Or 
blandness?) that puts them slightly off  kilter. These tangible things are also, almost 
without exception, mediated by frames, mirrors, holes and screens. Looking at and 
understanding images is deliberately frustrating in Nowhere Here.
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The show references objects and sites that are close to Keila and Andy’s house, but 
it also considers how an understanding of  home is constructed through images of  
places projected from afar. Keila and Andy are specifically interested in images of  
the surreal meteor strike in Chelyabinsk, Russia, that lit up the sky, injured hun-
dreds and caused a billion Roubles worth of  damage on 15 February 2013, appears 
in the show. The extraordinary videos and photographs of  these meteors streaming 
across the sky seem entirely foreign and otherworldly but were instantly accessible, 
absorbable, and replicable for people across the world. No one’s life is truly local 
these days and Keila and Andy have a way of  interpreting this distance through 
practical and understandable proportions. Andy’s meteor on a wire, confined to its 
limited, repeatable trajectory, and Keila’s specimen-like painting of  a meteor, seem 
like tools to comprehend global events from a frugal, local standpoint.

The next morning, I wake up in the spare bedroom surrounded by Keila and Andy’s 
other artwork wrapped in bubble wrap and Tyvek. I have a shower in the semi-de-
constructed bathroom. We eat breakfast, and Keila tells me about her dream from 
the night before:

You and I are weeding a pot plant and I pull something up. I look down and 
think, ‘Oh, this must be a bulb.’ But on closer inspection I see it is a moth with 
a small, human face. It hatches and turns into our dog Toby. But it isn’t nice, it 
is malevolent, so I call 111. I think that Massey University might be interested 
in studying it. I wrap its mouth with a lead and take it to Dunedin. On the way, 
I see some old ladies, and I think, ‘I’ll only ever be friends with old ladies here.’ 
I leave Toby in Dunedin, and spend the rest of  the dream striving to get back to 
Palmerston North, I know it is my home, and I need to get back.

When I write this text out in full from the notes I had taken, I am in the Lower Hutt 
War Memorial Library. It is too cold to write at home. There is snow on the Rim-
utaka Hills and it feels like it had been raining for days. I go to www.dreammoods.
com and type in ‘moth.’ It says:

To see a moth in your dream indicates that some unseen irritation may not 
surface until it is too late. It is important to pay attention to details and not 
to overlook certain things. Alternatively, the moth symbolises your weaknesses, 
character flaws or fragileness.

I type in ‘Dunedin’ and ‘family dog’ but nothing comes up. There is nothing about 
a moth with a human face, which seems to me to be the most potent image of  the 
dream. That, and Keila’s determination to get back to Palmerston North, because 
it is her home, which ties in neatly with this essay, and the show, I guess.

Nowhere Here

Keila Martin and Andy Irving

Curated by Thomason Sleigh, Dog Park Art Space, Christchurch, 24 August - 15 September, 2013
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Sam Norton - Untitled 4 
Wading into the ocean at sunset. The sky is “midnightblue,” “#191970” with hints of  “peachpuff,” “#FF-

DAB9.” Endless stretches of  water, marbled, overlaid, with glossy patinas of  “goldenrod,” “#DAA520,” small 

waves breaking in crystalline sprays. It is 7pm SLT, the day is shifting, you are buoyant and alone, the water is warm, 

the light slowly fading.1

by Georgina Watson

Untitled 4 (2012): A vast room opens up before us, headed by a weighty swath of  
curtains pulled to reveal a majestic brass pipe organ. Beneath this organ, eight fe-
male figures dressed uniformly in sleek white lycra suits exercise in a sultry virtual 
space. Slowly and hypnotically they move to the languid sounds of  a looping track. 
In unison limbs are flexed and relaxed, folded and unfolded, the room reverberating 
with a rhythmic sense of  the tension and unwind. Tranquilly weight is shifted, slow 
and repetitive flourishes made in space, these choreographed movements beckon, 
transfix, absorb.

Sam Norton’s work Untitled 4 (2012) was developed after her extensive re-
search and immersion into the seductive online virtual world of  Second Life.2 Nor-
ton became interested in the way in which Second Life was able to extend the 
prosthetic reach of  her body, and how in particular when immersed in the online 
world it was possible for her to attain relaxation through the actions of  her Second 
Life avatar or “resident.” In Untitled 4 Norton makes use of  green screens and com-
puter modelling tools, using Second Life as a spring board to create her own virtual 
scenarios. Like Sam Norton, the Chinese contemporary artist Cao Fei has similarly 
worked with the creative possibilities of  Second Life, utilising virtual modelling and 
online gaming technologies. For instance, in Fei’s project RMB City she constructs 
a functioning city in Second Life, inhabiting it with her avatar, CHINA TRACEY. 
RMB City is a disjunctive and chaotic city replete with a swimming pool Tianan-
men Square, a flying panda, a gigantic Duchampian wheel, spiralling freeways and 
floating skyscrapers; it seems all the commercial trappings of  RMB City have been 
turned topsy-turvy. Fei’s fantastical city acts as a blueprint or a propositional map 
that could be overlaid or re-written onto China’s own cityscapes. RMB City’s impro-
visational feel seems to draw inspiration from the rapid re-construction of  China’s 
own dramatically changing cityscapes, where buildings literally appear overnight. 
In this way Fei creates ‘a new kind of  fairytale like world,’ whilst still maintaining 
‘a certain relationship with China’s reality.’3 Interestingly RMB City, as with other 
areas of  Second Life, not only acts as a sort of  testing ground for utopian alterna-
tives, informal actions and provisional networks but also recapitulates or reproduces 
dominant systems, by recreating, for example, institutional educational systems and 
utilising the exchange of  (real) currency. Here what Fei seems to demonstrate, in 
the creation of  RMB City is the friction between our own complicity and our own 
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agency within contemporary consumer society. This is drawn out by Fei’s engage-
ment with emerging pop culture trends in China where she strategically employs 
fantasy, virtuality and tactical role playing (e.g. cosplay) as forms of  instrumentality. 
She ‘celebrates a generation disenfranchised by real life who cocoon themselves in 
fantasies, but, in doing so, generate an agency through which they can adapt or 
resituate their capabilities to the city.’4 

Similarly Norton acts as the architect of  her own worlds, worlds that through 
the creative application of  virtual modelling overlap and extend territories, re-imag-
ining and re-performing realities.5 Norton’s work Untitled 4 brings together a pas-
tiche of  architectural styles, appropriating imagery and motifs reminiscent of  well 
known spaces such as the gymnasium, the cathedral and the mall. This can be 
seen in the faux pine panelling, strategic lighting, stylised emptiness and canned 
“muzak” in Untitled 4 that reminds one of  the product display room or shopping 
mall. The architecture in Untitled 4 is also reminiscent of  the cavernous and tran-
scendental spaces of  the cathedral, echoing the cathedral’s high arc shaped ceil-
ings that reach heavenward. Furthermore, the uniforms of  white lycra worn by 
the exercising figures, coupled with their routines which reminds one of  Pilates, 
demarcates a space of  disciplined exercise such as the gymnasium. In Untitled 4 
highly constructed spaces appointed for the ritualised practices of  consumption 
and purification are conflated; spaces where the yogi may practice moves to wring 
out the organs, the worshipper may imbibe the holy spirit, the gym junky routinely 
sweats out toxins and the shopper indulges, issues forth currency. These architec-
tures captivate, partition and codify the body, regulating activities through an ongo-
ing promise of  transformation.6 Here, it seems bodies are captured within a hope-
less Ouroborous of  consumption and secretion; the subjugated body as devoured 
by the omnivorous regime of  capitalism. Norton does, however allow these bodies 
an escape, dismantling Foucault’s carceral continuum so that the gymnasium-cathe-
dral-mall is rechanneled by the amorphous space of  virtuality. To create Untitled 4 
Norton utilises techniques that amplify the “faux” graphic look of  Second Life and 
its glitchily rendered room-scapes. In Untitled 4 pixels act as exposed bricks might 
do, revealing a certain industriousness by magnifying the process of  construction. 
In this way Untitled 4 appropriates the simulated aesthetics of  Second Life to realise 
the artist’s role not only in recapitulating the bodies subjugation but also actively 
reconstructing and reimagining it’s bounds. In Untitled 4 an atmospheric crackle is 
created by Norton’s exercising avatars, who are wound up in ongoing permutations 
of  agility and restraint, moments of  liquidity and containment, in a blissful dance 
of  discipline. There is an agency evident in this friction, a hiss of  potential created 
by these mutually exclusive processes of  shaping and being shaped. 

Untitled 4 also acts as an instructional “work-out” video, especially it seems, in 
relation to exercises that cultivate meditation and relaxation. This is particularly ev-
ident in the video’s appeal to the viewer’s own corporeality, inducing a mesmerising, 
breath-like repetition, in which the very tempo of  the work suggests a kind of  pal-
pitation, a flowing of  circulatory systems. Observing Untitled 4’s series of  controlled 
exercises, the technologies inside of  us; tendons, muscles, ligatures, organs, respond 
so that the viewer’s body is enveloped by the hypnotic effect of  watching repetitive 





Untitled 4, FIlm stills from video projection, 9 minute loop, with sound, 2012. Images courtesy of the artist
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movements. Untitled 4 emits a quality of  calm inviting the viewer to relax their 
pores, to absorb and become absorbent. As such we become active participants in 
the scene so that the virtual room becomes a kind of  prosthetic, something to slip on 
or slip into, so that we might achieve a tranquil or meditative state. 

In exploring ideas around construction, virtuality and the prosthetic, Nor-
ton’s Untitled 4 acts to complicate categorisations of  human and machine, natural 
and artificial. Dominic Pettman also speaks of  broadening our concepts of  the pros-
thetic. As he writes:

Given that many of  us are inoculated at birth…wear clothes, sport spectacles, 
and chew our cooked, industrialized food with augmented and reinforced teeth, 
it is dubious at best to claim that humans can somehow return to a “natural” 
state, stripped of  all prostheses and artifice.7 

Donna Haraway similarly uses the concept of  the cyborg - or the ongoing augmen-
tation of  the human body, as a strategic device, a way to reposition or release the 
body as captured by traditional dualistic scenarios. She proposes ‘cyborg imagery 
can suggest a way out of  the maze of  dualisms in which we have explained our bod-
ies and our tools to ourselves.’8 For artists such as Norton it seems that the cyborg 
is harnessed as a state of  artistic agency and performativity, an entity that has the 
ability to adapt, engineer, augment and adorn. Here the cyborg is a becoming-be-
ing, a being who is able to continually self-modify to the insatiable tune of  identity. 

Norton’s re-focus on the so-called naturalism of  the human body and its per-
ceived bounds is similarly apparent in the work of  the Auckland based artist Hye 
Rim Lee. Using computer modelling software Lee appropriates imagery from mas-
culine cultures of  gaming, cyber and manga to create hyper real versions of  her an-
imated cyborg TOKI (2007–). For instance, in Lee’s 3D animation The Powder Room 
(2005) TOKI is flipped and rotated to be scrutinised from varying angles, while 
grids are overlaid so that TOKI’s virtual body can be manipulated and shaped at 
multiple points - as we watch TOKI’s breasts are augmented, shaped, enlarged, skin 
grafted and retouched.9 TOKI’s body becomes a site of  manipulation and augmen-
tation, her virtual plastic surgery mimicking the control, transformation and shap-
ing of  other bodies, whether through plastic surgery or other forms of  discipline 
such as exercise and worship. Not only does Lee’s artwork challenge prescribed 
ideals of  beauty in high-tech pop culture, it also explores the role of  technology in 
image making and representation. Pettman claims ‘humans are not only producers 
of  media’ but we are also ‘created by media.’10

David Wills proposes ‘there is technology as soon as there are limbs, as soon 
as there is bending of  those limbs, as soon as there is any articulation at all.’11 It 
seems that from the bending of  the thumb, the flexing of  a limb to the grasping 
of  the first Paleolithic tool, technology has been an inherent part of  vital, living 
organisms, something literally secreted from animated beings.12 In Sam Norton’s 
video work Untitled 4, a vast room opens up before us, as we watch, it stealthily 
seeps an opiate haze. Eight female figures exercise, flexing and relaxing, folding 
and unfolding limbs, caught up, suspended, in ongoing and undulating movements.  
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If  articulation means to be connected by joints, these figures articulate through 
their motions, their gestures, the bending of  their limbs.13 Norton’s virtual modeling 
allows for agency, for performativity through animation, acting to reposition and 
rethink the technological body in relation to the world.

Untitled 4

30 Upstairs, Wellington, 9 May - 1 June 2013 & Home Economics 4, Wellington, 24 August, 2013

ENDNOTES

1.  This is a fictionalised account, inspired by Sam Nor-
ton’s descriptions of her experiences in Second Life. 

2.  Second Life is an Online Virtual World, that was 
developed by Linden Lab in 2003, See: http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Second_Life

3.  Harold Grieves, ‘Any World’s an Abyss’ in Cao Fei 
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5.  As William J Mitchell writes ‘I construct, and I 
am constructed. In a mutually exclusive process that 
continually changes my fluid, permeable boundaries and 
my endlessly ramifying networks. I am a spatially extended 
cyborg.’ See William J Mitchell, Me++ (Cambridge: MIT 
Press, 2003); 39.

6.  Michel Foucault writes ‘a body is docile that may be 
subjected, used, transformed and improved.’ See Discipline 
and Punish the Birth of the Prison (Trans. Alan Sheridan, 
New York: Random House, 1979); 136. 
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Media Machines (Minnesota: University of Minnesota 
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Century,’ in Simians, Cyborgs and Women: The Reinvention 
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9.  The Powder Room, Directed by Hye Rim Lee, Animated 
by Rachel Copp, Sound by Jeffery Holdaway, 2005, Gus 
Fisher Gallery, Auckland, New Zealand.

10.  Pettman, 56.

11.  David Wills, Dorsality - Thinking Back through Technol-
ogy and Politics (Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 
2008); 3.

12.  As Wills discusses, Andre Leroi-Gourhan ‘refers to the 
concept of tools as ‘a “secretion” of the anthropoid’s body 
and brain…the Australanthropians seem to have pos-
sessed their tools in much the same way as an animal has 
claws . . . as if their brains and their bodies had gradually 
exuded them” Wills, 8.

13.  “Articulate” originates from the mid 16th Century: 
From Latin: articulatus, past participle of articulare ‘divide 
into joints, utter distinctly’, from articulus ‘small connecting 
part’        

1 pronounce (something) clearly and distinctly: 
he articulated each word with precision. 
• express (an idea or feeling) fluently and coher-
ently: they were unable to articulate their emo-
tions.   
2 [ no obj. ] form a joint: the mandible is a solid 
piece articulating with the head.    
• (be articulated) be connected by joints.
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Chill Spree
Ben Clement, Oscar Enberg, Jack Hadley, Claire 
Mahoney, PBPR at Dog Park Art Project Space
by Sophie Davis

Chill Spree, a group show hosted by Dog Park Art Project Space, posed an explora-
tion of  the politics of  relaxation, rejuvenation and consumption. Featuring work by 
Ben Clement, Oscar Enberg, Jack Hadley, Claire Mahoney and PBPR, Chill Spree 
blended materials and signifiers from the worlds of  retail, interior design, fashion 
and advertising in a similar manner to the concept store, reverberating what the 
show’s curator Henry Davidson describes as a ‘capitalist dreamspace’ exploiting the 
very language of  capitalism as a form of  creative agency. 

The retail concept shop is a relatively new phenomenon, where the point of  
difference often hinges on collaborations with artists and designers just as much as a 
sense of  relaxation, ambience and discovery.1 Also referred to as a “lifestyle store” it 
marks out a sophisticated survival strategy2 in an era that is at once characterised by 
sustained economic crisis and an ever-increasing urgency in the rhythm of  mass-pro-
duction and over-spending. Amid the accelerating pace of  capitalism, the concept 
store proposes a more soothing and more “advanced” mode of  consumption:

The conventional definition of  a shop has been passé for a while; the common 
exchange of  goods is a prehistoric concept, much to the likes of  bartering. Now-
adays these so-called concept stores are being put to business: spaces […] where 
the buying action has a different meaning that retains a philosophical conno-
tation. On sale there are not only physical objects, but also full-on emotional 
experiences.3  

In the concept store, a team of  creative directors, interior designers and artists come 
together to materialise the brand’s transformative promise. Devices such as lighting, 
music and fragrance are used to bathe commodities in artistic ambience. In July this 
year Nike reinforced its new brand ethos, “Nature Amplified” by launching X158 
Hyper Nature a low-carbon concept store in Shanghai in a building fabricated from 
100% recycled materials such as compact disks, soda cans and water bottles.4 An 
elaborate “origami” paneling system on the store’s ceiling was designed to make 
the most of  lighting and music by amplifying the quality of  sound distribution and 
diffusing minimal, ambient lighting throughout the store. The roof  system suppos-
edly reduces the building’s carbon footprint and conflates a relaxing, “optimised” 
physical experience of  shopping in-store with the latest iteration of  Nike’s revital-
ised brand ideology. 

The artists in Chill Spree explore the effects of  such carefully constructed     



environments where the brand can become an embodied or philosophical expe-
rience, further embedding itself  in our consciousness as it begins to resonate as 
memories, feelings or sensations. Dog Park is located far away from luxury shop-
ping areas in a tilt-slab industrial unit in Waltham, Christchurch. At first this might 
seem an unlikely location to conduct an exploration of  the ambient methods used 
to intensify the brand-commodity-customer relationship. However, the artists in 
Chill Spree pointed to an almost incomprehensible excess of  products and services 
marketed with the ubiquitous incentive of  maintaining our own private space of  
relaxation in a multitude of  locations. 

Slow Flat, Rock Vertical, Claire Mahoney’s small-scale version of  a Zen garden, 
was positioned near the entrance to the gallery where small hand-stitched pillows 
made of  high-quality linen were arranged carefully in place of  rocks. Mahoney’s 
materials (ceramic, linen, thread, sand, masking-tape) suggested an artificially pro-
duced naturalness or a substitute for indoor-outdoor flow that is often at work in 
high-end stores, constructed through particular materials (wool, organic cotton, 
leather) or a neutral colour palette, one often celebrated for its association with 
these materials. Slow Flat, Rock Vertical alluded to the commodification of  the “nat-
ural” as an antidote to cheap and synthetic indoor office lifestyles, the conviction 
that we can transcend the bounds of  capitalism through a range of  artefactual 
experiences, such as attending a nature retreat, following the Paleo diet,5 or wear-
ing organic cotton. These actions are entrenched within an experience economy6 
where sensory and emotional domains are the hottest saleable commodities. The 
work also brought to mind coffee table Zen Gardens which might be placed in the 
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reception area of  an office or health spa to encourage a contemplative experience. 
Situated in a liminal space, the gardens emphasise the action of  waiting as a re-
laxing or contemplative pause while recalling the spatial-temporal situation of  a 
consciously constructed nature. The result could be a transitional qualification or 
mood that enhances the profitability of  the business meeting or massage increasing 
the likelihood of  return visits and further purchases, or a sense of  conviviality that 
might stimulate mutually beneficial business deals.

Ben Clement’s work HELP US CREATE A BETTER ENVIRONMENT ac-
knowledged the survival strategies of  consumers, as well as companies trying to 
protect and intensify an aura of  authenticity in their brand and products. The work 
consisted of  a series of  reusable shopping bags wedged between layers of  Perspex. 
Bolted stubbornly to the gallery wall, HELP US CREATE A BETTER ENVIRON-
MENT conjured up a heavy-duty museology where cheap acrylic sign holders came 
together with plexi-glass and compulsive conservation tactics. A series of  screen-
shots taken from YouTube videos, comparing authentic high-end consumer goods 
with imitations were printed onto the bags. Looking at the photographs I couldn’t 
separate copies from authentic products. After encountering Clement’s work I later 
learnt that these types of  YouTube videos are uploaded with various intentions: 
not necessarily to try and expose the fake, but also to show how difficult it is to 
tell the difference, or sometimes even to point out that the fake item is “better.”7 
Rather than engaging us in an act of  discernment, Clement shifted our attention 
to what Hito Steyerl describes as a ‘poor image’ or a ‘copy in motion’ an idea that 
is centred on the ‘real conditions of  our existence’ rather than the idea of  ‘the real 
thing - the originary original.’8 According to Steyerl, the poor image is indicative of  
‘swarm circulation, digital dispersion, fractured and flexible temporalities,’ rather 
than the degradation or deterioration of  the “original.” Like Steyerl’s poor image, 
Clement’s work is ‘about defiance and appropriation just as it is about conformism 
and exploitation,’ drawing attention to the creative strategies used to conserve and 
reinforce the significance of  “the brand.” However Clement also highlighted the 
improvisational tactics of  consumers in a context where brand meanings become 
unstable as they are further embedded in the cultural landscape, thereby creating 
room for subjectivity. 

Credit, another work by Clement, was sent out in the post as part of  the invi-
tation to Chill Spree. A small PVC rectangle the exact dimensions of  a credit card, 
Credit augmented the standard gallery press release, expanding the parameters of  
the exhibition to proposition audiences in a similar manner to a bank or loyalty club 
system. Clement’s gesture mimicked an engrained practice both in the worlds of  art 
and retail, where a carefully considered offer appears to be made with an offhand 
ease. The act extended the experience of  shopping or gallery going conflating cor-
porate strategies with our own personal sense of  belonging.  

The artists in Chill Spree appropriate the imagery and tactics of  high-end con-
sumer products deploying these within their own work as similarly minded strat-
egies for success. For instance, Oscar Enberg’s Storyboard for Meatball Mulligan was 
composed of  standardised low-cost retail display systems and consumer products. 
Enberg’s components were warped, moulded and reconfigured into a hybrid struc-



Oscar Enberg Storyboard for Meatball Mulligan, detail, 2013. Photograph by: Kate McCaskill
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ture of  plated metals and powder-coated steel, trading-in pure functionality for a 
vocabulary of  the metallic and seductive.  Consequently a disposable oven tray took 
on the surface qualities of  a luxury car - a commodity imbued through advertise-
ments with an unattainable eroticism or power. Yet the tray was crumpled as if  it 
has been in a high-speed collision, accentuating the dark side of  such an attraction 
as it alludes to the possibility of  a sinister or grisly incident.9 Pieces of  hand-blown 
glass further emphasised this feeling of  torsion, evoking the distorted and malleable 
terrain of  the advertisement-as-experience, where gleaming curves - of  a car, a 
perfume bottle, or a body - create desire. Presented alongside this work was Interior 
Reduction for Callisto’s Lounge, a dye-injected wool rug designed by Enberg and sold 
in a limited edition by Dilana Rugs.  Enberg’s collaboration with Dilana brought to 
attention the involvement artists and designers as marketing tropes in retail interior 
design and the sale of  luxury products. Interior Reduction for Callisto’s Lounge was laid 
across the gallery’s concrete floor as if  it were a car or furniture showroom, redirect-
ing our attention to the construction of  retail environments that often incorporate 
further products. The neutral palette and abstract design of  Enberg’s rug echoed 
an aura of  luxury constructed through subtle, soothing colours and the background 
textures of  high-quality materials. 

While Enberg’s rug might have created the ‘gentle “caress” or subtle “fizz”’ 
that Miri Davidson deems appropriate to Chill Spree’s carefully orchestrated ambi-
ence,10 Jack Hadley’s works distorted the logic of  such restrained subtlety in the 
marketing of  high-end consumer goods. Hadley’s Easy-Care Elegance and Big Fresh 
Paris, a pair of  digitally embroidered dresses, invited us to reconsider the rhetoric of  
“restrained elegance”11 within the fashion industry. In Easy-Care Elegance, an image 
of  Kate Middleton was sewn into imitation crushed velvet. Emblazoned on Had-
ley’s garment, Middleton - Women’s Weekly’s answer to elegance - became a brand of  
middle-class aspiration. Big Fresh Paris featured a smiling cartoon pickle on white po-
larfleece, recalling shopping experiences at ex-supermarket chain Big Fresh, where 
singing and dancing fruit and vegetables were used to entertain children while par-
ents did the shopping. The artist’s selection of  cultural throwbacks problematised 
notions of  good taste - often taken for granted as universal, yet marked by factors 
such as race, gender and class (like notions of  “the natural” or perhaps value itself). 
Hadley took material and subject from the detritus of  consumer society and its 
insatiable desire for newness and transcendence, reintroducing a sense of  struggle 
and unease into the pursuit of  “effortlessness.”

Critic Jan Verwoert has identified the emergence of  a culture in Western 
societies where ‘we no longer just work, we perform.’12 Verwoert argues that ‘in a 
high-performance culture, we (creative types) are the avant-garde but also the job 
slaves. We serve the consumers who consume the communication and sociability we 
produce.’13 In How to Live Before You Die, a video work by artistic partnership PBPR, 
Zhoe Granger and Ashlin Raymond performed as themselves, (re)negotiating the 
terms and conditions of  their own creative labour under the umbrella of  a cre-
ative agency. The work was shown on a glossy HD screen nestled into a Swedish 
three-seater sofa. In contrast to the comfortable-looking couch, the footage read like 
a frenzied and uncomfortable sequence of  reality TV tropes. The video positioned 
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the twenty-something-year-old female artist within a high performance culture of  
black coffee and carb-free meals in between visits to Gibbs’ Farm and the Auckland 
Art Gallery. Raymond and Granger’s voices were sped up to a jittery, high-pitched 
hysteria. At times the effect was similar to the sound of  teenage girls trying to talk 
over each other at once, and summoned a (gendered) sense of  anxiety to prove 
ourselves, to do things and to go places. Yet PBPR also played the roles of  savvy 
businesswomen, shifting aspects of  their own lives into the realm of  exuberant per-
formativity. In doing so, Granger and Raymond became a brand or a product to 
consume, embracing and exploiting capitalist-driven fantasies as a form of  collec-
tive agency and personal harmony within a high performance culture.

Chill Spree created opportunities for us to imagine the myriad of  ways in which 
artists might actually “work,” perform, relax and rejuvenate, and even enjoy con-
sumption (or being consumed) in contemporary society. Like a concept store, Chill 
Spree mixed up a range of  cultural and consumer codes to implicate us in culturally 
constructed processes of  soothing and taking care of  the self. The artists in Chill 
Spree enact sophisticated survival strategies in the post industrial era, invoking the 
politics of  the carefully constructed aura and transformative promise of  the brand. 
In Chill Spree, the capitalist ideal of  relaxation and rejuvenation was marked by 
conformism and exploitation, but also became a site of  subversion and subjectivity, 
resistance and creative energy: an exploitable resource through which to develop 
personal resilience within the art world.

Chill Spree

Curated by Henry Davidson, Dog Park Art Project Space, Christchurch, 22 June – 14 July, 2013
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